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Context: Performance on the Osteopathic General Surgery In-Service Examination (ISE) has been shown to improve over time for osteopathic general surgery residents. The training level-specific concurrent validity of the ISE, however, has not been evaluated.

Objective: To investigate whether residents’ scores will improve as they move from level 1 through level 5 of the ISE.

Methods: In this retrospective study, performance on the ISE was obtained from the American College of Osteopathic Surgeons for all of the osteopathic general surgery residency programs from 2008 through 2012. The weighted raw score and standardized score performance mean and standard deviation were determined across training levels. One-way t tests were performed between residency years and ISE scores. Parametric statistics were calculated with α set to .05.

Results: The authors evaluated 1952 examinations during the study period. Of the 49 programs screened, 33 (67.3%) met inclusion criteria for the present study. Analysis of variance tests showed that there was significant variation in raw and standardized outcomes between residency levels (both \( P < .001 \)). One-tailed t tests for both raw and standardized outcomes showed that all scores’ differences between examinee levels were statistically significant (\( P < .001 \)), with the exception of raw scores between level 4 and level 5 examinees (\( P = .20 \)).

Conclusion: There is near-uniform concurrent validity of the ISE by osteopathic general surgery training level. This psychometric characteristic supports the construct validity of this standardized test.
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Candidates seeking to be accredited in osteopathic general surgery must achieve a satisfactory level of performance on the written American Osteopathic Board of Surgery (AOBS) Certifying Examination. The American College of Osteopathic Surgeons’ general surgery In-Service Examination (ISE), similar to the AOBS Certifying Examination, is offered to all residents in American Osteopathic Association-approved, general surgery training programs. The ISE—a computer-based examination composed of 300 type-A multiple choice, criterion-referenced items—is used to assess a candidate’s knowledge of the tenets of general surgery—patient evaluation and management. The examination is given during all years of residency training. Individual achievement is independent of the performance of others, with no set score for passing.
There is a scarcity of published literature on ISE performance. The psychometric properties of the examination make it a reliable test for measuring educational progress during general surgery training. The examination represents a valid construct, and in a previous study, Shen\(^1\) observed growth trajectories over several cohorts of residents, noting that scores improved over time. Available since the 2007-2008 academic year, the ISE presented examinees with a new, more standardized curriculum.\(^4\) Influences of this curriculum on examination performance have not, to our knowledge, been studied.

Although the ISE is a reliable construct, the concurrent validity of the ISE is unknown with regard to resident level. Concurrent validity should allow investigators to assess the ability of an operationalized construct, which in turn would enable them to distinguish differences among groups.\(^5\) In addition, certification boards have the responsibility to ensure that examinations are both as reliable and as valid as possible.\(^6\) The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the concurrent validity on ISE performance as it occurs across residency training levels. We hypothesized that a graduated performance pattern would be observed between residency postgraduate groups. Further, we hypothesized that residents’ scores from level 1 to level 5 will demonstrably improve with each successive year.

**Methods**

For the present retrospective cohort study, we obtained the raw performance scores and standardized performance scores on the ISE for all US osteopathic general surgery residency programs from 2008 through 2012 for all training levels. These data were obtained from the director of ACOS Postdoctoral Training Standards and Evaluation. Permission to perform this study was granted by the chairman of the General Surgery In-Service Examination Committee. (Because of its retrospective design, the present study was considered exempt from Institutional Review Board approval.) Data reported by the ACOS included the number of examinees at each residency level, the mean raw scores, and the mean standardized scores for each year.

Residency programs were selected for inclusion into this study if data were available for each year of the study period and if each program had data for each training level during the study period. This selection method was chosen to limit the study to established programs. For each program, the raw scores and standardized performance scores by level of training were extracted from the data set. Independent double entry was performed to ensure accuracy of the extracted data. Performance scores by level were collated for each year of the study period. Resident examinees who took the ISE during the study period were evaluated in a longitudinal fashion: for example, we evaluated the scores of examinees who were at level 1 in 2008, then at level 2 in 2009.

The weighted raw score and standardized performance score mean and standard deviation were determined for all levels. An analysis of variance test was first performed to determine whether there were differences in raw scores and standardized scores among residency training levels. A post hoc Bonferroni correction was performed to correct for type I error. To further test concurrent validity, 1-tailed \(t\) tests were performed for raw scores and standardized scores between residency levels.

Simple linear regression was also performed using the academic year as the independent variable and the overall weighted level-specific score as the dependent variable. This test was performed to identify any trends in global performance across years of the study. In addition, we extrapolated the data for the cohort of examinees that started at level 1 in 2008 (ie, the cohort for which results were available across all 5 years of the study). Simple linear regression was performed using the year as the independent variable and score as the dependent variable to calculate if examinees demonstrated increasing scores during residency training. All statistics were performed using Stata 11.1 statistical software (StataCorp), with \(\alpha\) set to .05.
Discussion

The main objective of the present study was to evaluate the concurrent validity of the ISE with regard to training level. We hypothesized that a hierarchy would be observed wherein resident scores would increase between levels every year from level 1 to level 5. The ISE has a near-uniform degree of concurrent validity, as demonstrated by its ability to distinguish resident examinees by training level. The test scores over time show a graduated distribution in mean performance from level 1 to level 5 in raw scores and in standardized scores. These findings directly support our study hypothesis. This characteristic of concurrent validity is very important when considering the psychometric properties of such a standardized test. Of note, although raw scores for level 5 examinees were higher than those for level 4 examinees, there was no significant linear trend seen in standardized scores across all years (all $P$>.05; linear regression correlation range, −0.24 to >0.99).

The longitudinal ISE scores of examinees from 2008 to 2012 are shown in Figure 2. The slope of the linear regression line for raw score and standardized score was greater than 0 (both $P<.01$). The linear regression correlation between raw examination score and year was 0.97 (data not shown). The linear regression correlation between standardized examination score and year was also 0.97.
There are a few possible explanations for this trend. First, the study resources and curricula may be improving over time. The new curriculum was introduced and made available to the cohort of osteopathic residents in the 2007-2008 academic year; this new curriculum may have guided study habits and resulted in improved performance over all levels. The new curriculum may have also altered the attitudes and actions of faculty members and may have changed the overall teaching milieu.

Second, the cohort of level 1 examinees may have improved in 2009, with a migration effect of raw performance improvement in subsequent years. Further studies may focus on testing whether a migration effect occurs between general surgery residency applicants and standardized test performance. Additionally, in the 2008-2009 academic year—the year that training was a part of the residency program structure—

No statistically significant difference in raw scores between these 2 groups. This finding contrasts with the results of the standardized scores. This discordance between raw and standardized outcome measures suggests that concurrent validity of the ISE may not occur in the last 2 years of residency training. This finding is consistent with a knowledge plateau toward the end of general surgery residency training. The present study is the first to our knowledge to specifically evaluate the concurrent validity of the ISE as reflected by training level of osteopathic general surgery residents.

The raw score trends over time are shown in Figure 1. There have been overall increasing performance trends across recent years, although these trends did not reach a level of statistical significance. The reasons behind these trends are unclear because the overall difficulty of the examination questions is similar from year to year.

Figure 1. Longitudinal raw scores (A) and standardized scores (B) on the Osteopathic General Surgery In-Service Examination by training level from 2008 to 2012 for 33 general surgery residency training programs.
level 1 examinees had just completed a residency year and were taking the examination with level 2 residents who had just completed a rotating internship. This effect also may have contributed to the upward trajectory shown in Figure 1. Future studies might also evaluate the effect of the introduction of a computerized version of the examination during the 2009-2010 academic year. Finally, the trends may also represent the normal variation in examinee performance over time. These trends should continue to be studied in the future.

Additionally, there is global improvement of resident scores in the cohort taking the level 1 examination in 2008 over time, a finding that is consistent with the educational progress found in a 2000 study by Shen. The linear regression correlation of 0.97 is substantial and suggests that resident knowledge improves during the course of osteopathic general surgery residency training. This finding further supports the construct validity of the ISE.

In allopathic general surgery training, performance on the American Board of Surgery In-Training Examination (ABSITE) is a well-described indicator of performance on the written American Board of Surgery Qualifying Examination required for surgeon certification. We can only speculate that there is a similar relationship between the ISE and the AOBS Certifying Examination. A worthwhile future study could explore the predictive value of ISE scores and outcomes on the AOBS Certifying Examination.

There are a number of limitations to the present study. First, its retrospective nature makes it difficult to conclude any cause-and-effect relationship between residency level and ISE scores. However, despite this limitation the concurrent validity of the ISE could be adequately studied. Also, roughly one-third of the residency programs were not included in the analyses. The inclusion criteria, however, allowed us to select the established residency programs that were present during each year of the study period. Residency programs that have closed or that are new may not have well-established curricula, teaching faculty, or learning resources for resident examinees. Another limitation is that studying examination results, arguably, does not matter as much as patient care, real-time decision-making capabilities, or AOBS Certifying Examination results. Studies of the relationship between the ISE and the AOBS Certifying Examination are needed. Such studies should take into account the possibility that examinees improve their scores because they grow accustomed to the examination year after year. For the purposes of the present study, we hypothesized that scores improved as a result of increased exposure in the field and increased knowledge as opposed to examination construct familiarity.

On the other hand, the present study has numerous strengths. The data comprise performance for established
programs over a 5-year study period, establishing longitudinal validity for the study’s use of the total population of examinees, as opposed to a small cohort of single-institution or regional examinees. The performance on the ISE is evaluated outright, as opposed to binomial examination outcomes (pass/fail). The straightforward manner in which we conducted the methodology and calculated the statistics could easily be replicated by other researchers. Importantly, we are the first researchers, to our knowledge, to show the relationship between the introduction of the new curriculum and the examination outcomes.

Conclusion

Overall, there is level-specific concurrent validity of the ISE regarding raw scores and standardized scores by residents in osteopathic general surgery programs. This psychometric property supports the construct validity of the ISE. Findings of this study should prove important to the AOBS, osteopathic general surgery program leadership, and future osteopathic general surgery applicants.
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